
A Tatile Sensing for Estimating the Position and Orientationof a Joint-Axis of a Linked ObjetKazuya Matsuo, Kouji Murakami, Katsuya Niwaki, Tsutomu Hasegawa, Kenji Tahara, and Ryo KurazumeAbstrat�This paper desribes a tatile sensing to estimatethe position and orientation of a joint-axis of a linked objet.This tatile sensing is useful when a multi-jointed multi-�ngeredroboti hand manipulates a tool whih has a joint. Thisestimation requires sensing of the loation of a ontat pointand the diretion of an edge of the tool as ontat informationmeasured by a roboti �ngertip. A onventional hard �ngertipwith a fore sensor an measure only the loation of a ontatpoint. In ontrast, we have already developed a roboti �ngertipwith a fore sensor and a soft skin, and it an measure not onlythe loation of a ontat point but also the diretion of an edgeof an objet. The estimation of a joint-axis of a linked objetis demonstrated by using the soft �ngertip.I. INTRODUCTIONA multi-jointed multi-�ngered roboti hand has potentialapability of dexterous manipulation [1℄, [2℄. A human handdemonstrates high dexterity by handling various tools. If theroboti hand an use a tool, it improves its dexterity. How-ever, it is dif�ult for the roboti hand to use a tool. Beause ameasurement of the relative position and orientation betweena target objet, a tool, and the hand is required for handling atool. So few work is reported on the roboti hand handling atool [3℄. If a tool has a joint, tool handling is more dif�ult.Beause the roboti hand system has to additionally onsiderthe relative position and orientation between the diretion ofa joint-axis of the tool and the target objet. For example,when the roboti hand uts a paper with sissors, blades areperpendiular to the paper. In other words, the diretion ofthe joint-axis of sissors is kept to be parallel to the paper(Fig. 1). Mutual olusion will often our beause a targetobjet, a tool, and the roboti hand are very lose to eahother while the hand uses the tool. Then, a vision systemwill easily fail to measure their position and orientation. So,we propose a tatile sensing of estimating the position andorientation of a joint-axis of a tool.Katz et al. proposed a method of estimating the positionof a joint-axis of a tool through point features traking usinga vision sensor [4℄. In this method, a vision system needs toontinuously trak feature points on the surfae of a toolwhile a roboti hand uses the tool. However, the visionsystem will often fail to trak feature points due to olusion,lighting ondition, and omplex bakground during a toolhandling. In ontrast to this, a tatile sensing an avoidthese failure fators of the vision sensing beause a tatilesensor diretly ontats a target. So, we try to replae avisual feature traking by a tatile sensing of the loi ofThe authors are with Faulty of Information Siene and EletrialEngineering, Kyushu University, 744 Motooka, Nishi-Ku, Fukuoka, 819-0395, JAPAN. matsuo�irvs.is.kyushu-u.a.jp
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the joint-axis of scissors(a) right usage. (b) wrong usage.Fig. 1. Diretion of the joint-axis of sissors.ontat points (Fig. 2). Katz's method estimates the positionof a joint-axis of a tool on the assumption that visual pointfeatures do not move on the surfae of the tool. However, theontat point often moves on the surfae of the objet dueto slip and rolling during a tool handling proess. Therefore,error of the estimation will inrease if ontat points are usedinstead of visual point features.
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Fig. 3. Contat point moves on an edge of a link of an objet.We propose another approah using a geometrial on-straint between the joint-axis of the tool and an edge ofa link of the tool. A distane between the joint-axis andthe extended line of an edge is always onstant during atool handling proess. We assume that the ontat pointmoves on an edge (Fig. 3). Under these onstraint onditions,we an estimate the position and orientation of the joint-axis from tatile information. A measurement of the tatile



information inluding the loation of a ontat point and thediretion of an edge is required for the implementation ofthis approah. A onventional hard roboti �ngertip with asix-axis fore/torque sensor an measure only the loationof a ontat point. In ontrast, we have already proposed amethod of measuring the diretion of an edge in addition tothe loation of a ontat point by using a roboti �ngertipwith a six-axis fore/torque sensor and a soft skin [5℄, [6℄.In this paper, we propose a tatile sensing of estimatingthe position and orientation of a joint-axis of a tool. Themethod is robust against not only the failure fators with thevision sensing but also the movement of a ontat point onan edge.II. ESTIMATION METHOD OF POSITION ANDORIENTATION OF JOINT-AXISWe measure the loation of a ontat point and thediretion of an edge of the objet as ontat information.The ontat information is measured by a roboti �ngertipequipped with a 6-axis fore/torque sensor and a soft skin.The ontat information is measured several times during arotation of the joint of the objet. Then, the position andorientation of the joint-axis is estimated from the ontatinformation. We assume that the objet has one revolute jointand two links.The distane between the edge of the objet and the joint-axis of the objet is onstant during a rotation of the revolutejoint. Therefore, we an estimate the position and orientationof the joint-axis of the objet by using the measured ontatinformation (Fig. 4). The ontat information is measured Ntimes during the rotation of the joint. The edge of the objetis expressed as: (x y z)T = xi + tei; (1)where xi = (xi yi zi)T is the loation of the ontat point atthe i th measurement, ei = (exi eyi ezi)T ; (jeij = 1) is thediretion of the edge of the objet at the i th measurement,and t is a salar parameter. Moreover, the joint-axis of theobjet is expressed as:(x y z)T = (p q r)T + s(u v w)T= p+ su; (2)u2 + v2 + w2 = 1; (3)where p = (p q r)T is the position of a point on the joint-axis, u = (u v w)T ; (juj = 1) is the orientation of the joint-axis, and s is a salar parameter. The minimum of jai � ajis the distane between the edge and the joint-axis, whereai = (ai bi i)T is a point on the i th edge (Eq. (1)) anda = (a b )T is a point on the joint-axis (Eq. (2)). Whenjai�aj is the minimum value, (ai�a) ? ei and (ai�a) ?u are valid. � (ai � a) � ei = 0(ai � a) � u = 0: (4)

To �nd the solution to these equations, substitute the values:ai = xi + tei and a = p+ su.� (xi � p+ tei � su) � ei = 0(xi � p+ tei � su) � u = 0: (5)By solving simultaneous equations (5),s = jeij2(xi � p) � u� (ei � u)(xi � p) � eijeij2juj2 � (ei � u) ; (6)t = (ei � u)(xi � p) � u� juj2(xi � p) � eijeij2juj2 � (ei � u) (7)are obtained. The distane between the edge and the joint-axis is expressed as:jxi � p+ tdei � sduj = d; (8)where d is the distane between the edge and the joint-axis, sd and td are s at equation (6) and t at equation (7),respetively. Seven parameters (p = (p q r)T , u = (u v w)T ,and d) are estimated by using equation (3) and equations (8)obtained through six tatile measurements.The denominators of sd and td are equal to zero when theedge and the joint-axis are parallel to eah other (ei = u).When ei is equal to u,s� t = (xi � p) � eijeij2 (9)is obtained by solving simultaneous equations (5). Then,the position and orientation of the joint-axis is estimatedfrom equations (8) by using s0d and t0d. These s0d and t0dare expressed as:s0d = (xi � p) � eijeij2 ; t0d = 0: (10)
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pFig. 4. De�ned vetors to alulate the position and orientation of the joint-axis: xi is the position vetor of the ontat point at the i th measurement,ei is the diretion vetor of the edge of the objet at the i th measurement,pi is the position vetor of a point on the joint-axis, u is the orientationof the joint-axis, and d = jai � aj is the distane between the edge andthe joint-axis.III. MEASUREMENT OF CONTACT INFORMATIONWe formalize a method of measuring both the loation ofa ontat point and the diretion of an edge of an objet byusing a roboti �ngertip with a six-axis fore/torque sensorand a soft skin.



A. Contat ModelIn the ase of ontat with deep penetration of an objetinto the soft �ngertip, the geometri property of the objetaffets the transmissible frition moment at the ontat area.We formalize a ontat model between a soft �ngertip and astik-like objet. This ontat model is an extension to Masonand Salisbury's ontat model [7℄. When the soft �ngertipomes into ontat with a stik-like objet that inludes,for example, a sharp wedge, a rounded wedge, or the edgeof a plate, the shape of the ontat area on the �ngertipbeomes heteromorphi. The heteromorphi ontat with alimited strip area aused by the loal geometry of an objettransmits primarily two-dimensional frition moments fqn,qtg in addition to a three-dimensional fore fpn, pt, pog.The transmissible fore and frition moment are shown inFig. 5. The area of oblique lines indiates the ontat areaon the soft �ngertip in Fig. 5. qn is parallel to the surfaenormal n of the �ngertip at the ontat area. Here, qn isreferred to as the normal omponent of the frition moment.qt is perpendiular to both the surfae normal n and theorientation of the stik-like objet. We all qt the tangentialomponent of the frition moment. Then, we refer to thisontat as soft line ontat.
Fig. 5. Soft line ontat.When a typial hard spherial �ngertip ontats an ob-jet, the ontat always transmits only a three-dimensionalfore pn, pt, po. Features of the soft �ngertip mentionedabove provide more apability of tatile sensing than a hard�ngertip.B. Measurement of Edge DiretionMeasurement of the orientation of a stik-like objet isformalized as follows. The geometrial relationship for thesoft line ontat is shown in Fig. 6. Let Bxyz, f , and m bethe referene frame, the measured fore, and the measuredmoment, respetively. Let r, n, p, and q be the ontatloation on a soft �ngertip, the surfae normal at r, theontat fore at r, and the frition moment at r, respetively.Eah vetor is expressed with respet to Bxyz. The refereneframe Bxyz is attahed to the six-axis fore/moment sensorreferene frame in our implementation. The fore f andmomentm exerted by the �ngertip are measured by the six-axis fore/moment sensor. The position r of the ontat pointon the �ngertip is alulated using Bihi's method [8℄. The

frition moment q is obtained from the balane equation offore and moment as: f = p; (11)m = q + r� p: (12)When the ontat is a soft line ontat, q onsists of qnand qt, where qt is the tangential omponent of the fritionmoment, whih is additionally transmitted to the �ngertipdue to the penetration of the stik like objet into the soft�ngertip. Then, qt is obtained from the frition moment qmeasured at the ontat by subtrating qn, as shown in Eq.(14).We an measure the orientation of the stik-like objet asthe outer produt of n and qt. n and qt are expressed as:n = 5S(r)k 5 S(r)k ; (13)qt = q � (q � n)n; (14)where 5 is the gradient operator, and S(r) is the funtiondesribing the surfae of the �ngertip.
Fig. 6. Geometri relationship for soft line ontat.IV. EXPERIMENTSA. Experimental SetupThe experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7. An objetomposed of two-links onneted by one joint is on the tableas shown in Fig. 8. The left grip of the objet is �xed tothe table. The right grip an be freely rotated. The rotationaxis is estimated through the tatile sensing between the soft�ngertip and the right grip. We have developed a roboti�ngertip with a soft skin. Fig. 9 shows the inner strutureand its appearane. The �ngertip is omposed of an innershell and a soft skin. The inner shell is made of aluminum.The inner shell is a ylinder with a hemisphere on its top.Its radius is 11mm. The soft skin is made of silione rubberovering the inner shell. The skin has onstant thikness. Thethikness of the skin is 5mm. The inner shell is �xed to asix-axis fore/torque sensor (BL AUTOTEC, LTD. NANO5/4). The exerted fore/moment to the �ngertip is measuredby the fore/torque sensor. The soft �ngertip is onnetedto the probe of the 3-D oordinate measuring mahine(miroord C604, Mitutoyo Corp.). The relative position andorientation between the 3-D oordinate measuring mahineoordinate system and the �ngertip oordinate system are



known. Then, both the loation of a ontat point and thediretion of an edge measured in the �ngertip oordinatesystem an be expressed in the 3-D oordinate measuringmahine oordinate system.
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Fig. 9. Inner struture of a roboti �ngertip with a soft skin and itsappearane.B. Formalization for experiments1) Proposed method: In the experiments, the roboti �n-gertip rotates the right grip on x-y plane (Fig. 10). Therefore,let xi = (xi yi 0)T , p = (p q 0)T , ei = (exi eyi 0)T ,and u = (0 0 1)T be substituted in the formalization ofsetion II. Then, sd = 0 and td = �(xi � p) � ei =�exi(xi � p) � eyi(yi � q) are obtained. By using thesesd and td,���� (1� e2xi)(xi � p)� exieyi(yi � q)(1� e2yi)(yi � q)� exieyi(xi � p) ���� = d (15)is obtained. Sine ei is a unit vetor,eyi(xi � p)� exi(yi � q) = d (16)

is obtained from equation (15). By rearranging equation (16)about p, q, and d,(eyi �exi 1)0� pqd1A = eyixi � exiyi (17)is obtained. N equations are obtained by measuring theloation of a ontat point and the diretion of an edge of theobjet N times. We express the N equations by rearrangingthem as:0B� ey1 �ex1 1... . . . ...eyN �exN 1 1CA0� pqd1A = 0B� ey1x1 � ex1y1...eyNxN � exNyN 1CA : (18)We express this equation as:Ax = b; (19)where A is a N -by-3 matrix. Equation (19) an be solvedusing the pseudo-inverse matrix A+ of the matrix A asfollows: x = A+b+ (I �ATA) �; (20)A+ = (ATA)�1AT ; (21)where I is the identity matrix, � is an arbitrary vetor. xwhih brings minimum kAx�bk an be alulated by usingA+. The position of the joint-axis of the objet on x-y plane(p, q) is estimated as this x.
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Fig. 10. Proposed method: Estimation method of the position of the joint-axis (p, q) based on measurement of the loations of ontat points (xi,xj , xk) and the diretions of edges of an objet (ei, ej , ek).2) Simple method: For omparison, we show anotherestimation method of the position of a joint-axis of an objet.In this method, we assume that a ontat point does not moveon the surfae of the objet during a rotation of the joint ofthe objet. We all this method simple method.The distane between a ontat point on the objet andthe joint-axis of the objet is onstant during the rotation ofthe revolute joint. Therefore, the position of the joint-axisis on the perpendiular bisetor of a line segment that isbounded by two ontat points before and after the rotationof the joint. So, the position of the joint-axis an be estimated



as the loation of the intersetion point of more than oneperpendiular bisetor (Fig. 11). The loation of a ontatpoint is measured N times during the rotation of the joint.The perpendiular bisetor is expressed as:y = �xj � xiyj � yi (x� xi + xj2 ) + yi + yj2 ; (yi 6= yj); (22)where (xi yi) and (xj yj) are the loations of the ontatpoints at the i th and j th measurements, respetively. Byrearranging this equation about x and y,(xj � xi yj � yi)� xy� = 12(x2j � x2i + y2j � y2i ) (23)is obtained. NC2 similar equations are obtained by measur-ing the loation of a ontat point N times. We express theNC2 equations by rearranging them as:0B� x2 � x1 y2 � y1... ...xN � xN�1 yN � yN�11CA�xy �= 0B� 12 (x22 � x21 + y22 � y21)...12 (xN 2 � xN�12 + yN 2 � yN�12)1CA : (24)We express this equation as:Ax = b; (25)where A is a NC2-by-3 matrix. Same as setion IV-B.1),the position of the joint-axis on x-y plane (p, q) is estimatedby using the pseudo-inverse matrix A+ of the matrix A asfollows: x = A+b; (26)where x = (x y)T = (p q)T .
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Fig. 11. Simple method: Estimation method of the position of the joint-axis (p, q) based on measurement of the loations of ontat points (xi,xj , xk).C. Sequene of experimentThe sequene of the experiment is as follows:1) The roboti �ngertip touhes the right grip of theobjet.2) The loation of the ontat point and the diretion ofthe edge of the objet are measured.

3) The roboti �ngertip is moved away from the rightgrip. Then, the right grip is rotated ounterlokwiseby human hand by 30 degrees.4) The loation of a ontat point and the diretion of anedge are measured three times by repeating from 1)to 3). Then, the position of the joint-axis of the objetis estimated based on the measurement of the ontatinformation.At the step 2), the ontat information is measured when thefore of 5 [N℄ is exerted for penetration of the edge into thesoft �ngertip.D. Experimental ResultWe investigated the in�uene of the movement of theontat point on the edge. We estimated the position of thejoint-axis of the objet in two ases with different onditions.First ase is that the ontat point moves on the edge of theright grip. The other ase is that the ontat point does notmove on the edge. We estimated the position of the joint-axisten times in eah ase. The estimation results are shown inTABLE I. Results in the ase that the ontat points move areshown in Fig. 12. Results in the ase that the ontat pointsdo not move are shown in Fig. 13. The left images are resultsof the proposed method. The right images are results of thesimple method. The blue irle indiates the true value of theposition of the joint-axis (p, q). The true value of (p, q) is(17mm; 105mm). The red x indiates the estimated positionof the joint-axis. The green squares indiate the measuredloations of the ontat points. The green lines indiate themeasured diretions of the edges of the right grip.TABLE ITHE ESTIMATION RESULTS OF THE POSITION OF THE JOINT-AXIS (p, q).The estimation results of the position of the joint-axis (p, q) [mm℄in the ase that in the ase thatthe ontat points move the ontat points do not moveproposed method simple method proposed method simple method(21, 99) (18, 76) (23, 109) (13, 100)(24, 109) (21, 79) (19, 103) (14, 101)(20, 105) (22, 79) (23, 109) (6, 100)(25, 108) (22, 78) (25, 114) (20, 101)(21, 108) (21, 77) (22, 111) (19, 102)(17, 100) (20, 76) (21, 105) (21, 101)(22, 111) (18, 76) (27, 115) (21, 101)(20, 103) (21, 79) (19, 105) (19, 101)(20, 104) (19, 76) (26, 113) (14, 100)(24, 110) (25, 80) (19, 105) (13, 101)The average error of the estimation results of the position of the joint-axis [mm℄6.0 27.7 7.1 5.9The position of the joint-axis was suessfully estimatedby using the proposed method in both ases. The errorof the estimation depends on the auray of the tatilemeasurement inluding the loation of the ontat point andthe diretion of the edge. Repetition of tatile measurementswill improve the auray of the estimation. In ontrast, theestimation error of the simple method is large in the ase thatthe ontat points move (in Fig. 12). The movement of theontat point auses the inrease of the error in the ase ofthe simple method.



[mm] [mm]proposed method simple methodFig. 12. Estimation results in the ase that the ontat points move.

[mm] [mm]proposed method simple methodFig. 13. Estimation results in the ase that the ontat points do not move.V. CONCLUSIONWe propose a tatile sensing of estimating the position andorientation of a joint-axis of an objet. This tatile sensing isbased on the measurement of both the position of a ontatpoint and the diretion of an edge of an objet by using aroboti �ngertip with a six-axis fore/torque sensor and asoft skin. The estimation of a joint-axis of a linked objet isdemonstrated by using the soft �ngertip. The tatile sensingis robust against not only failure fators with the visionsensing but also the movement of a ontat point on thesurfae of the objet. REFERENCES[1℄ A. Bihi: �Hands for Dexterous Manipulation and Robust Grasping:A Dif�ult Road Toward Simpliity�, IEEE Trans. on Robotis andAutomation, Vol. 16, No. 6, pp. 652�662, 2000.
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